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Ramble Rooble Bamble Fooble
Wonder phases bowl of noodle
Entry form on pile de apples
Broken bottles and stacks of Snapples

Chee Chee Cha Cha Choo Choo FO!
Hello my friends from the doorway of 
whoa
It's not, in here, as bad as you think
They offer tanning classes and jars of 
ink.

Eye socket and the ice cube dilemma
Arm tattoo from a man with the henna 

- Matt Perkins
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Butterflies 

on the 

battlefield
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Hops and barley swirl with
arti!cial chemicals, throwing my natural balances too far 

right
or wrong.

I’m lost in between the paces of my life.
Opportunities wasted and too wasted for opportunity.

But I am almost comfortable,
tranquil in this state 

of disillusion and confusion.
Like a sleep walking condition with occasional side effects of 

insomnia,
seven days a week.

Holding little consideration for what’s next
because I know tomorrow is inevitable.

Growing up, too.

I’m pretending to have no control
to dodge responsibility.

My inability to organize priorities has me 
frightened of future and 

dizzy with disappointments.
I’m playing make believe through day dreams
but exhausted just from thinking, considering

possibilities
are endless.

Anything To Avoid Adulthood

Alexis Borbotsina  6 
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Magnetic!gathering!

poster!by!

Colleen!Mcgovern

contact!colleen!at!

Collmcgov@gmail.com
purchase!prints!for!$10

all!donations!go!

towards
magnetic!gathering!
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If you go along with Time, at the 
natural pace, learning from past 
reflections, using forethought 

to understand your possible future, then 
your present actions and experiences will 

be properly aligned 
with the pace of Time. Intrinsic desires 
will feel satisfied most often, as you 

are in the 'right places' at the 
'right times' in this cause-effect-

action-reaction world. There is no need 
to live in the past, think too far 

into the future, or completely ignore 
them both. 
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And by a harmonious balance of past and 
future 

thought, you can See Everything happening 
in the present, and you are aware of what 

you should be 
seeing. You are then Time, because you 
understand the natural forces that push 

us, pull us, twirl us; 
when you pace Yourself to that Rhythm, 
you find yourself in the right places at 

the right times, for 
experiences that you are well able to 
consciously accept, enjoy, learn from, 

shape, and grow.
-!Taylor!Kendall
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Remain focused. Keep both hands strapped to the wheel, eyes straight ahead. No 
distractions. You can’t afford distractions right now.
 Drive slow - but not too slow. Five to ten over the limit is gravy. Don’t swerve...but if 
you do, ease your way back in the lane like a worm in Vaseline... 
 
 This is all beginning to feel like a game to George Murphy, like the games Jack plays 
at TopFun Arcades, that urine-infested money pit down the road with a crawl-in castle on 
the first floor; the stench protruding from it is fouler than a sewer in mid-summer. 
 A few years ago, a man named David Cosmo weaseled his way into this 
claustrophobic stench-pit and kidnapped a three year old boy. His body was found in a 
cement block in the shallow end of the river a few weeks later. The boy’s name was Lester 
Murphy. George’s only real son. His killer was never found.
 George’s stepson, Jack, is property of his whorish wife, Melinda, who spends her 
nights by the highway delivering tonsil rides to anyone who can unzip their pants. That 
loony bitch has spiraled him into utter madness. He won’t miss them; they sure as shit 
won’t miss him, so what’s the point in sticking around?
 As he weaves through the dark curves of High Street, he wonders if he’ll ever be 
aloud back at his favorite watering hole; a rickety old barn bar on its last splintery legs. An 
old plywood sign nailed above its faded green door reads BAR in sloppy red letters.
 Who cares if he’s aloud back? George is never coming back to this forsaken town. 
Groothtown is haunted with demons of the worst form.
 For over an hour he’s drifted alone through this dark paved tunnel in the forest, which 
is fine by him; headlights make him paranoid. Only now has he begun to think about where 
he’s running off to. Something happened at The Bar; it threw him into a fit of rage. He’s 
still fuming quite a bit, but he can’t remember why.
 This happens on occasion. One minute he’s all smiles, throwing a few back to ease the 
ol’ bones -- then suddenly he’s arguing, and his blood bubbles up his wrinkled salt-and-
pepper scruff-neck, up past his dopy raccoon eyes to the peak of his spotted tomato head 
until he inevitably detonates with blind rage.
 Remembering the night’s events is like recalling the initial stages of a dream. The 
only part that is clear is the distinct feeling that everyone was against him, trying to push 
him out of town with their minds. Hell, if that’s the case, he ought to thank them.
 Have fun in your shitty shanty town. I’ll be better off without all you fuckin’ germs. I’ll 
move to Nantucket and live on a boat -- make an honest living as a fisherman. I bet I can 
quit drinking without those pestering idiots. 
 None of this is George’s fault. Melinda drove him to this. This was all her idea in the 
first place. She blinded him from reason long enough to turn him into a killer. 
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 A tsunami of anxiety rushes through George’s nerves as he remembers what she 
made him do. He averts his eyes from the road and fumbles through the glove 
compartment, glancing back just in time to avoid a thick patch of pines. George violently 
swerves back onto the road, breaking one of his drunken rules of the road. The contents of 
the glove box fly into the passenger seat with a loud clank and a thud.
 George inhales a deep breath and reaches for the seat, his hand landing on cool metal 
- causing a crude thought to creep into his cobwebbed mind. This can all be over with one 
swift squeeze of Old Lucky’s trigger.
 Old Lucky is the Desert Eagle Mark XIX .50AE George keeps in the glove box. 
With hesitation, he slowly unclenches his white-knuckled grip on the piece. His hand 
searches around the seat until he finds a slender glass bottle, perfectly shaped for his palm 
-- a true match made in heaven. He twists the cap with one swift motion, letting it click-
clack to the floor. He won’t be needing it anymore.
 He empties the rest of bottle in a long satisfactory pull -- ‘Ahhh’-- this sweet nectar 
provides such a warm beautiful burn.
 Fantasies of a nautical life fill George’s mind. Gulls soaring past a setting sun into a 
collage of bright oranges, pinks and blues; waves rock his vessel ever so slightly as he 
happily hoists aboard a giant net filled with furiously flapping fish in desperation, all 
fighting as one to release themselves from the deadly twine of an unforgiving trawl.
 This chimeric dream could have lasted forever -- had it not been for the tall beauty 
by the road. Her wavy brunette hair bounces under her slim shoulders as she struts with 
her thumb out toward the road. Her tight white tank top and crotch-high jean shorts leave 
little to the imagination. George clears his throat as he pulls up beside her and rolls down 
the window.
 “Need a lift?” He asks, doing his best to sound sober.
 “Had my thumb out, didn’t I?” Her voice is soft and seductive.
 If he plays his cards right, he just might have a chance. Unfortunately, George has 
never been any good at cards...

- Paul Martin 
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